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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a novel approach to beat tracking evaluation, based on finding the error between automatically generated beat locations and ground truth annotations. The error is
normalised to the current inter-annotation-interval, such that the
greatest observable error can be ± 50% of a beat. We form a
histogram of normalised beat error, from which we estimate the
entropy as a measure of beat tracking performance, where low
entropy indicates accurate beat locations, with the converse true
for high entropy. We evaluate the performance of a human tapper in conjunction with three published beat tracking algorithms
over an annotated test database and compare the results of our
entropy based approach to existing evaluation methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The task of beat tracking of musical audio is well known and
conceptually quite simple; the aim being to replicate the human
ability of foot-tapping in time to a piece of music [1]. Recently,
as techniques have improved, automatically extracted beat times
have increasingly been used as a musically meaningful temporal
segmentation for higher level analysis, for example in chord estimation [2], structural segmentation and thumb-nailing [3] and
rhythmic pattern classification [4].
While many approaches exist for beat tracking (e.g. [1, 5, 6]) an
important related area which has received less attention is that
of evaluation – the problem of defining a suitable measure of
beat accuracy. Given an agreed means of evaluation and publicly
available annotated test databases (containing hand labelled beat
locations), the ability to reliably compare the performance of different algorithms becomes much simpler. However, at present,
there are no freely available databases, nor an agreed methodology for beat tracking evaluation. As a result, researchers use
private databases [7, 5] and evaluate beat accuracy using their
own metrics (e.g. [1, 5, 8, 9]), making comparative studies much
harder to undertake.
For a given piece of music, where generated beat locations are
compared to ground truth beat annotations, most existing methods (e.g. [1, 5, 9]) classify individual beats as correct or incorrect based on whether they occur within a pre-defined allowance
window around a particular ground truth annotation. The overall
accuracy for the piece is then given as the mean of the accuracy
of each beat. Similarly, the mean of each piece is taken to indicate the accuracy over a test database of many pieces.
Klapuri et al [5] adopt a continuity based approach, where a
given beat is only accurate if it falls within a specified allowance
window and the same is true of the previous beat. Accuracy is
calculated in two ways, first as the ratio of the longest continuously correct segment to the length of the input and then as the
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total number of correct beats. To reflect the metrical ambiguity of human subjects tapping in time to music, both measures
are re-evaluated to allow for beats to occur at double or half
the annotated metrical level. This leads to multiple measures
of beat accuracy, which can be harder to interpret than a single
all-encompassing value of accuracy.
The difficulties with beat evaluation are not limited to generating
multiple measures of accuracy. The use of thresholds in defining
allowance windows around ground truth annotations can also be
problematic. Dixon [1] defines a fixed window of ±70ms around
each annotation, in which a beat must fall for it to be accurate.
For songs with a fast tempo the ±70ms window will cover a
greater proportion of the current inter-annotation-interval (IAI),
(the time between successive beat annotations) than for slower
songs, and will therefore be biased towards music with a faster
tempo. This bias can be removed by defining a tempo-dependent
threshold, where beats are accurate if they fall within 17.5% of
the current IAI, as in [5, 6, 9]. However this does not address
a more inherent problem of using thresholds, that a beat at the
edge of an allowance window would be deemed accurate, but
the same beat would be inaccurate if it occurred 1ms later, even
though human listeners are incapable of discriminating between
events at this time scale [10, p.29].
The motivation for our approach to beat tracking evaluation is to
provide a single measure of beat accuracy that is easy to interpret
and does not rely on a fixed threshold. We achieve this, not by
classifying individual beat accuracy, but by measuring the beat
error. We extract the time between each beat and the nearest
ground truth annotation and normalise it by the current IAI (to
give a maximum error of ±50% of a beat). We then formulate
a histogram of normalised beat error and estimate its entropy.
High entropy will result from a uniform distribution, where beats
are randomly distributed across the musical piece and provide no
information about the locations of the ground truth annotations.
Conversely, an entropy of zero will arise when all beats are exactly equal to all annotations. To permit comparisons against
other evaluation metrics, we invert and normalise the entropy to
give a beat accuracy measure between 0 and 100%. We evaluate
the performance of three published beat tracking algorithms and
a human tapper over a large annotated test database using our entropy based measure and compare results to existing evaluation
approaches.
2. APPROACH
To pursue an objective approach to beat tracking, a sequence
of ground truth beat annotations is required against which the
output of a beat tracker can be compared. The first step in our
evaluation method is to find the error between the beats and the
annotations. For each ground truth annotation aj , we could measure the distance to the nearest beat γb however this would limit
us to analysis of the annotated metrical level [8, 6]. To allow

Figure 1. Calculation of beat error ζj,q from beat annotations aj and beat locations γb .
us to measure each metrical level simultaneously we partition
the input signal into beat length segments, each centred on a
ground truth annotation, and extract all beats γq that fall within
this range,
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variance, the entropy gives a measure of the peakiness of the
distribution, therefore rewarding beats that are consistently related to the ground truth annotations, but is blind to the metrical
level or phase shift at which the beats occur. We calculate the
entropy as
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If beats are tapped at a metrical level above the annotated locations, e.g. every other beat is close to an annotation, then there
will be instances where no beats γq occur within each annotation
centred beat segment. To overcome this missing data, we assign
the error value ζj,q = U , where U is a uniformly distributed random variable in the range (−0.5, 0.5), equivalent to a beat error
between −50% and 50%.
To provide a visual insight into the performance of a beat tracking system, we can formulate a histogram of beat error. If we
believe that the beats are accurate (i.e. close to the annotations)
then we can expect to observe a histogram that resembles a delta
function, with a strong peak at 0% error. In the worst case, where
beats are randomly distributed, and bear no relevance to the annotations, we can expect a wide, uniform-like distribution.
Figure 2 shows four example beat error histograms, those of a
human tapper and three beat tracking algorithms, generated from
the test database used in section 3. In addition to a strong peak
centred at 0% error, we can also observe significant peaks at
±50% of a beat. These outer peaks occur either as result of
tapping consistently on the off-beat (in anti-phase to the annotations) or tapping at twice the annotated rate, where half of the
beats will be close to 0% error and the remaining beats split between +50% and −50% error.
When looking to extract a quantitative measure of beat accuracy
from a beat error histogram, we might first consider the variance,
expecting it to be inversely proportional to beat accuracy. However the outer peaks of the distribution, which must be considered at least partially correct, would distort the variance, where
as erroneous beats that were closer to 0% error would not. As
an alternative we extract the information theoretic measure of
entropy [11] from the beat error histogram. In contrast to the
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where there are K bins and xk are the heights
P of the bins. The
histogram bins are normalised such that K
k=1 xk = 1 and to
maintain a real-valued output xk > 0 for all k. As shown in [11]
the entropy is non-negative and bounded between 0 in the best
case, where beats exactly equal the annotations and log(K) for
the uniform case. We can invert and normalise the entropy value
to give a measure of beat accuracy Ĥ between 0 and 100%,
Ĥ =

H − log(K)
∗ 100%.
1
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)
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The normalisation removes any dependency on the number of
bins used in the beat error histogram, however we empirically
set K = 40. To give an overall measure of accuracy for a test
database of multiple files we have two options. First, we can calculate the normalised entropy Ĥn for each file n in the database,
and find the Mean entropy H̄n as
H̄n =

N
1 X
Ĥn .
N n=1
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Alternatively, we can form a single histogram of beat error for
all files in the database (as shown in figure 2) with the entropy
calculated once using eqn. (3) but replacing xk with the mean
bin height x̄k over all N files,
x̄k =

N
1 X
xn,k .
N n=1

(6)

After which we can normalise the entropy using eqn. (4) to give
a measure of Global entropy Ĥn̄ .
3. RESULTS
We include results for our evaluation measures over a beat annotated test database containing 222 files, each one minute in
length over six musical genres: Dance, Rock, Jazz, Classical,
Folk and Choral. For further details see [7, 6]. For comparison
against our entropy based approaches, we include the evaluation
method used by Dixon [1] as well as the continuity based method
of Klapuri et al [5] also used in [6].
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Figure 2. Beat error histograms. Clockwise from Top Right: Dixon [1], Klapuri et al [5] labelled KEA, Davies and Plumbley [6]
labelled DP, and a Human tapping performance.
Dixon’s [1] measure of beat accuracy is calculated as follows
Dixonacc =

hits
∗ 100%
hits + F + + F −

(7)

where a ‘hit’ is defined as a beat that occurs within ± 70ms of
an annotated beat location. F + refers to the number of false
positives, i.e. the number of beats which are not matched to
any annotation and F − which refers the number of unmatched
annotations, or false negatives.
The continuity based beat evaluation approach [5, 6] differs from
Dixon’s [1] method as it requires beats to be continually correct.
Beats must be within 17.5% of the nearest annotation and the
local tempo must not differ by more than 17.5%. In all, four
measures of beat accuracy can be calculated. These allow for
continuous tracking at the correct metrical level (CML cont), the
total number of correct beats at the correct metrical level (CML
total). Both measures can then be recalculated allowing for the
beats to be tapped at twice or half the annotated level, referred
to as the allowed metrical levels, giving AML cont. and AML
total. We retain only the strictest, CML cont. and the least strict,
AML total. A more detailed description may be found in [6].
Results for our entropy based approach and those described above
are given in Table 1 illustrating the performance of a human
tapper and three published beat tracking algorithms: Dixon [1],
Davies and Plumbley [6] (labelled DP) and Klapuri et al [5] (labelled KEA).
4. DISCUSSION
The first observation about the results is that the entropy based
measures appear much stricter than the other evaluation methods. The principal reason for this being that 100% accuracy is
not possible unless the beats are equal to the annotations, where
as with the Dixon [1] and continuity based approaches [6] perfect tracking is possible if beats are consistently within the allowance windows. We should also note that the relative ordering
the algorithms is not consistent across all evaluation measures.
The Mean entropy and CML cont. place the human tapper as less
accurate than KEA and DP, although for the remaining measures
the human is most accurate. Under all measures the Dixon [1]
approach is weakest. Intuitively we should expect the human

tapper to be the highest performing, and as shown in [6] the human is more successful in finding the correct metrical level and
the on-beat than the algorithmic approaches, but that beat localisation is often poorer. We can confirm this by inspection of the
beat error histograms in figure 2. Very few beats occur at ±50%
for the human but the main peak, centred on 0% error, is wider
than that of KEA and DP. In order for the Mean entropy for the
human to be lower than KEA and DP, we infer that a greater
proportion of very accurate cases with high normalised entropy
Ĥn , outweigh the more consistent, but generally less accurate,
human performance. This suggests that the human beat error
histogram is a more realistic representation of the performance
for a given file, but the algorithmic histograms will vary from inaccurate uniform-like up to accurate delta-like distributions. We
therefore believe the Global entropy measure to be more informative than the Mean entropy.
To further inspect the differences between the evaluation measures, we analysed each evaluation method with artificial input
data. To create the artificial data we took the ground truth beat
annotations and gradually degraded the performance, perturbing
beats with uniform distributions of increasing width. Figure 3
shows the effect of increasing the width of the uniform distribution from a relative error of 2.5% of a beat, in 2.5% steps, up
to totally random with 100% beat error. We can observe that
all but the entropy approaches remain 100% accurate even for a
beats perturbed by a uniform distribution of width of 20% (i.e.
±10% around each annotation). We also note that none of the
approaches are linear. Therefore observing an accuracy of 80%
for algorithm A would not be twice as good as algorithm B at
40%, as the numbers alone might suggest. It can be shown that
the entropy of an exactly uniform distribution with a fixed number of bins is equal to log(n), where there are n bins of height
1/n. Although the Global entropy curve is not linear, it is at
least log-linear, so some meaningful relative comparison can be
made between competing algorithms. The Mean entropy curve
is always greater than or equal to the Global entropy curve, as
the two can only be equal when every beat error distribution is
perfectly uniform, as any irregularities in bin height will reduce
the entropy and therefore increase the normalised beat accuracy.
A current limitation of our approach is that the entropy calculation is shift-invariant with respect to the ordering of the his-

Beat
Tracker
Human
DP[6]
KEA[5]
Dixon[1]

Mean
Entropy (%)
33.7
36.8
38.3
23.2

Global
Entropy (%)
20.1
14.2
15.5
5.5

CML
Cont. (%)
52.8
54.8
55.8
21.9

AML
Total (%)
87.7
78.7
80.1
52.0

Dixon
Acc. (%)
77.2
61.5
64.6
35.4

Table 1. Beat accuracy results. The performance of a human tapper with three published algorithms are compared over our two
proposed entropy measures, two continuity based measures from Davies and Plumbley [6] and Dixon’s [1] approach.
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Figure 3. Comparison of beat tracking accuracy for beat annotations perturbed by a white noise process.

togram bins. Although unlikely, beats consistently 10% ahead
of the beat would be considered just as accurate to beats centred
on 0%, even though the beats themselves would be perceptually
out of time with the input. We intend to investigate this further,
possibly incorporating the mean of the distribution into the beat
accuracy calculation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an entropy based method for the evaluation
of beat tracking systems. We extract the entropy from a distribution of normalised beat error, and scale the calculated value to
indicate beat accuracy between 0 and 100%. We have demonstrated that the beat error histogram is a useful visualisation of
beat tracking performance, within which the simultaneous analysis of multiple metrical levels is possible, a feature not present
in other approaches to beat tracking evaluation. Although beat
accuracy from our entropy measure suggests poorer performance
than published approaches, it is an analytically meaningful statistic which is not reliant on pre-defined parametric thresholds. As
part of our future work we intend to further investigate the validity of using entropy to evaluate beat trackers, and plan to conduct listening tests to infer which evaluation methods are most
perceptually meaningful.
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